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Abstract
Generator of the complex algebra within the framework of general formulation obeys the quadratic equa-
tion. In this paper we explore multicomplex algebra with the generator obeying n-order polynomial equation
with real coefficients. This algebra induces generalized trigonometry ((n+ 1)-gonometry), underlies of the
nth order oscillator model and nth order Hamilton equations. The solution of an evolution equation gener-
ated by (n × n) matrix is represented via the set of (n + 1)-gonometric functions. The general form of the
first constant of motion of the evolution equation is established.
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1. Introduction
The complex numbers had been successfully generalized in many ways, some of them in-
dispensable in the applications of the mathematics. We mention, first of all, the algebra of the
quaternions discovered by W.R. Hamilton [1]. The quaternionic algebra is widely used in physics.
This algebra is formed by the set of three non-commutative generators, and possesses with di-
vision: the modulus of the algebra is given by the positive quadratic form. There exists another
way of extension of the complex algebra which preserves the property of commutativity of the
algebra. These algebras now are known as multicomplex algebras [2]. The multicomplex algebra
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by unique basic element obeying the equation en = ±I .
Historically, the third order complex algebra with e3 = I had been discovered by Ch. Graves
in 1847 [3]. In 1892, in search for special algebras, C. Segre [4] found the algebra of bicomplex
numbers, which is isomorphic to tetra-order complex numbers with e4 = −I . Afterwards, the
multicomplex algebras and connected trigonometry have been re-discovered, generalized and
investigated by many authors in different aspects (see, for example, [5–9] and references therein).
The modulus of the multicomplex number is given by a polynomial higher than two degree,
therefore multicomplex algebras serve as a powerful mathematical tool in the geometries and
physics based on polylinear metric forms. In [10] the reader may find some basic elements of
such a kind geometries and physics. In [11], one of the basic models of the polylinear mechanics,
the nth order oscillator model, had been constructed on the basis of multicomplex algebra.
I.M. Yaglom in his book [12] has mentioned that beside of the complex numbers one may
consider the General Complex Numbers z = x + ey with the generator e obeying the quadratic
equation
e2 = a1e − a0. (1.1)
The trigonometric functions induced by General Complex Algebra have been introduced in [13]
and studied by Fjelstad and Gal [14].
The idea of general complex numbers, naturally, can be extended to the case of multicomplex
algebras. In this paper we explore the General Multicomplex Algebra of n 2 order, generated
by e obeying n-degree polynomial equation
en = an−1en−1 − an−2en−2 + · · · + (−)na1e + (−)n+1a0. (1.2)
This algebra we shall denominate by the symbol GCn. The GCn algebra is n-dimensional com-
mutative algebra which generalizes the multicomplex algebra MCn. The latter is generated by e
obeying equation en = ±1. On the basis of GCn algebra we build nth order oscillator model and
nth order Hamilton equations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we construct General Multicomplex Algebra
of nth order and introduce the (n+1)-gonometry induced by GCn algebra. In Section 3, we con-
struct nth order polylinear oscillator model and nth order Hamilton equations in nD phase space.
In Section 4, the solution of an evolution equation generated by (n×n) matrix is represented via
the set of (n + 1)-gonometric functions. The general form of the first constant of motion of an
evolution equation is established.
2. General multicomplex algebra of nth order
In this section we construct general (multi) complex algebra of nth order, labeled by GCn, the
generator of which satisfies n-degree polynomial equation
en =
n−1∑
k=0
(−)n+1−kakek, e0 = 1, ak ∈ R. (2.1)
The number z ∈ GCn is defined by the series
z =
n−1∑
k=0
ekqk, (2.2)
where e satisfies (2.1).
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Obviously, the form of E is not unique, however, there exists one special form of E which is
consequence of the multiplication rule. Let T be a reflection e onto E, T (e) = E. For a given
GCn-number z define T (z) :Rn → Rn given by T (z)w = zw. The application T (z) can be seen
as a linear transformation. Thus, the algebra GCn is a ring isomorphic to the ring of (n × n)
matrices. This one be identified with the matrix
Z := T (z) = T
(
n−1∑
k=0
ekqk
)
=
n−1∑
k=0
Ekqk. (2.3)
Consider product of two GCn-numbers z1 and z2 with components qk and rk , correspond-
ingly:
z2 = zz1 =
(
n−1∑
k=0
ekqk
)(
n−1∑
k=0
ekrk
)
=
n−1∑
k=0
ekQk. (2.4)
Proposition 2.1. The components Qk , k = 0,1, . . . , n − 1, of product z2 = zz1 are defined by
Qj =
[
n−1∑
k=0
Ekqk
]i
j
ri , (2.5)
with
E :=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 . . . 0 (−)n+1a0
1 0 . . . 0 (−)na1
0 1 . . . 0 (−)n−1a2
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 . . . 1 an−1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (2.6)
Proof. First of all, notice that E obeys Eq. (2.1) (see, for instance, [15]). To the product of two
GCn-numbers z2 = zz1 let us put in correspondence the product of two matrices Z2 = ZZ1,
where the matrices Z1, Z2 are defined by the series
Z1 =
n−1∑
k=0
Ekrk, Z2 =
n−1∑
k=0
EkQk.
Notice that the matrix Z =∑n−1k=0 Ekqk can be represented in the following form:
[Z] = [q1 q2 q3 . . . qn ], (2.7)
where
[qk]m =
[
Ek−1
]l
m
[q1]l , k = 2, . . . , n, [q1]l = ql−1, l,m = 1, . . . , n. (2.8)
In these notations the product of two matrices Z2 = ZZ1 is written as follows:
[q1 q2 . . . qn ]lm[ r1 r2 . . . rn ]kl = [Q1 Q2 . . . Qn ]km. (2.9)
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column. We get
[q1 q2 q3 . . . qn ]lm[r1]l = [Q1]m. (2.10)
This formula can be written also in the form of Eq. (2.5). 
For given z ∈ GCn let us look for such z¯ ∈ GCn, z¯ =∑n−1k=0 ekq¯k, that the product zz¯ is a real
number, i.e.,
zz¯ =
n−1∑
k=0
ekQk = Q0, Qk = 0, k = 1,2, . . . , n − 1.
By using Eq. (2.10), we obtain the equation for the components of z¯,
[q1 q2 q3 . . . qn ]lm[q¯1]l = [Q0]m, (2.11)
where [r¯1] = (q¯0, q¯1, . . . , q¯n−1) and [Q0] = (Q0,0, . . . ,0).
For a given matrix Z with Det(Z) = 0 one may put in correspondence unique adjoint ma-
trix Z+, so that
ZZ+ = Det(Z)I. (2.12)
By using the matrix Z+, we find the solution of Eq. (2.11). By taking Q0 = Det(Z), we find that
the first column of Z+ is the vector [r¯1].
Definition 2.2. n-Degree of modulus |z|n is given by the determinant of matrix Z:
|z|n := Det[Z]. (2.13)
Definition 2.3. The number z¯ ∈ GCn,
z¯ =
n−1∑
k=0
ekq¯k,
is conjugated to the z ∈ GCn number if it satisfies the condition
zz¯ = |z|n. (2.14)
Now let us recall the following formula for the determinant of (n × n) matrix [15]:
det(A) = i1i2...inA1i1A2i2 . . .Anin . (2.15)
By using formulas (2.7), (2.8) the determinant of the matrix Z can be represented as follows:
det(Z) = i1i2...in(E0)j1
i1
(
E1
)j2
i2
. . .
(
En−1
)jn
in
qj1qj2 . . . qjn . (2.16)
2.1. (n + 1)-Gonometry induced by GCn
In the same way as within the framework of the GC2 algebra were described tri-gonometric
functions, the GCn algebra can be used to describe (n + 1)-gonometric functions. In order
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k=1 Ekφk :
exp
(
n−1∑
k=1
Ekφk
)
=
n−1∑
i=0
Eigi(φ), with φ := (φ1, φ2, . . . , φn−1). (2.17)
Since exp(T (z)) = T (exp(z)), we can write
exp
(
n−1∑
k=1
ekφk
)
=
n∑
k=0
ekgk(φ). (2.18)
Let λk , k = 1, . . . , n, be a set of eigenvalues of the matrix E. Let Λ be a diagonal matrix of the
eigenvalues of E. Then instead of (2.17) we may write
exp
(
n−1∑
k=1
Λkφk
)
=
n−1∑
i=0
Λigi(φ). (2.19)
This is a linear system of equations to define g-function via exp(λkφl), k = 1, . . . , n, l =
1,2, . . . , n − 1.
By using formulae of multiplication (2.5), we obtain the following summation formulae for
g-functions:
gj−1(φ1 + φ2) =
[
n−1∑
k=0
Ekgk(φ1)
]i
j
gi−1(φ2), j = 1,2, . . . , n. (2.20)
Notice that the exponential function defined in (2.17)–(2.18) is not a unit GCn-number. In
fact, let us evaluate the following determinant:
Det
(
exp
(
n−1∑
k=1
Ekφk
))
= exp
(
n−1∑
k=1
sp
(
Ek
)
φk
)
.
Thus, n-degree of the modulus of z = exp(∑n−1k=1 Ekφk) is given by
|z|n = exp
(
n−1∑
k=1
sp
(
Ek
)
φk
)
.
Hence, the unit GCn-number u has to be defined as follows:
u := exp
(
−1
n
n−1∑
k=1
sp
(
Ek
)
φk
)
exp
(
n−1∑
k=1
Ekφk
)
. (2.21)
Euler’s formula of expansion of such exponential function leads us to the (n + 1)-gonometric
functions like cosine–sine functions:
c(φ) = f (φ)g0(φ), sk(φ) = f (φ)gk(φ), k = 1,2, . . . , n − 1,
where the factor f (φ) is defined by f (φ) = exp(− 1
n
∑n−1
k=1 sp(Ek)φk).
Proposition 2.4. Any z ∈ GCn with |z| = 0 can be represented in the polar form
z = |z| exp
(
−1
n
n−1∑
k=1
sp
(
Ek
)
φk
)
exp
(
n−1∑
k=1
ekφk
)
. (2.22)
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The formulae of differentiation for g-functions are obtained by using the following set of
equations:
d
dφl
exp
(
n−1∑
k=1
ekφk
)
= el exp
(
n−1∑
k=1
ekφk
)
=
n−1∑
k=0
ek
dgk
dφl
, l = 1,2, . . . , n − 1.
In these equations on making equal expressions at (1, e, e2, . . . , en−1), we get
d
dφk
gi−1 =
[
Ek
]j
i
gj−1, k = 1, . . . , n − 1, i = 1,2, . . . , n. (2.23)
2.3. Formulae of differentiation for (c − s)-functions
The (c − s)-functions distinct from g-functions by the factor f (φ). By using this factor, one
may derive formulae of differentiation for (c − s)-functions from (2.23). One gets
d
dφk
si−1 = [Mk]ji sj−1, k = 1, . . . , n − 1, i = 1,2, . . . , n, (2.24)
where the following set of matrices is used:
Mk = Ek − 1
n
sp
(
Ek
)
E0, k = 1, . . . , n − 1. (2.25)
3. nth order oscillator model and its Hamilton equations
In this section we formulate the model of nth order oscillator and nth order Hamilton equa-
tions. This theory generalize second order oscillator model and second order Hamilton equations.
Let us start from formulae of differentiation (2.24). Consider these formulae as evolution
equations for the co-variant coordinates x1, x2, . . . , xn of nth order oscillator. For that purpose
we replace the functions si−1, i = 1,2, . . . , n, by the corresponding phase space coordinates of
the n-oscillator xi , i = 1,2, . . . , n. In this way we come to the following set of equations:
d
dtk
xi = [Mk]ji xj , k = 1, . . . , n − 1, i = 1,2, . . . , n. (3.1)
Define the matrix X ∈ GCn by
X :=
n−1∑
k=0
Ekxk+1. (3.2)
The determinant of the matrix X is the first integral of motion of Eq. (3.1). This function we shall
use in quality of the Hamiltonian H defined by
H := 1
n
Det(X). (3.3)
The Hamiltonian H is a homogeneous function of n-order for which the Euler’s theorem holds
true:
xk
∂H = nH. (3.4)
∂xk
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therefore
∂H
∂tl
= 0, l = 1,2, . . . , n − 1.
Furthermore, H is the constant of motion of Eq. (3.1). This fact leads to the following set of
equations:
dH
dtl
= ∂H
∂xk
dxk
dtl
= 0, l = 1,2, . . . , n − 1. (3.5)
Contra-variant coordinates are defined via derivatives of H :
∂H
∂xk
= xk. (3.6)
In these notations Eqs. (3.4)–(3.5) are re-written as follows:
xkx
k = nH, xk dxk
dtl
= 0, l = 1,2, . . . , n − 1. (3.7)
Proposition 3.1. Resolving the linear set of Eqs. (3.7) over ∂H
∂xk
, we obtain
∂H
∂xk
= ki1...in−1 dxi1
dt1
dxi2
dt2
· · · dxjn−1
dtn−1
. (3.8)
These equations had been obtained in [11]. There was shown that Eqs. (3.8) are inverse to
Nambu equations [16]. Thus, we got n-order Hamilton equations in co-variant coordinates. No-
tice, however, that these equations are written in non-covariant form. In order to obtain n-order
Hamilton equations in co-variant formulation, firstly, let us calculate derivative of H with respect
to contra-variant coordinates.
Proposition 3.2. The following formula holds true:
∂H
∂xj
= 1
n − 1xj , n 2. (3.9)
Proof. Consider polar representation of GCn number z,
z = |z| exp
(
n−1∑
k=1
ekφk
)
, zz¯ = |z|n = (nH)n = |z||z¯| = Det(X).
Hence, polar representation of z¯ is given by
z¯ = |z¯| exp
(
−
n−1∑
k=1
ekφk
)
, |z¯| = |z|(n−1).
Now, consider similar formulas for GCn number z¯. We have
z¯ = |z¯| exp
(
−
n−1∑
ekφk
)
= |z|(n−1) exp
(
−
n−1∑
ekφk
)
k=1 k=1
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z¯ ¯¯z = |z¯|n = [|z|(n−1)]n = (nH)n−1 = Det(X+). (3.10)
The function Det(X+) is a homogeneous polynomial of n-degree with respect to the contra-
variant coordinates xj . For this function the Euler theorem is written as
xj
∂ Det(X+)
∂xj
= nDet(X+),
or, taking into account (3.10),
xj
∂(nH)n−1
∂xj
= n(nH)n−1. (3.11)
On the other hand,
∂ Det(X+)
∂xj
= αxj . (3.12)
Substituting (3.12) into (3.11) and remembering that xjxj = nH , we find
α = nn−1Hn−2. (3.13)
By substituting (3.10) and (3.13) into (3.12), we get (3.9). 
Now, replace the derivatives of the Hamiltonian with respect to contra-variant coordinates
instead of co-variant coordinates according to formula (3.9) in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1).
In this way we come to the following set of equations:
d
dtk
xi = (n − 1)[Mk]ji
∂H
∂xj
, k = 1, . . . , n − 1, i = 1,2, . . . , n. (3.14)
The evolution equations for the contra-variant coordinates are given by
d
dtk
xi = −[Mk]ij xj , k = 1, . . . , n − 1, i = 1,2, . . . , n. (3.15)
Next, in the right-hand side of Eqs. (3.15) instead of contra-variant coordinates xj substitute the
derivatives of H according to Eqs. (3.6). This gives
d
dtk
xi = −[Mk]ij
∂H
∂xj
, k = 1, . . . , n − 1, i = 1,2, . . . , n. (3.16)
The system of equations (3.14), (3.16) are n-order Hamilton equations in co-variant formulation.
4. Evolution equations for finite dimensional systems in view of GCn algebra
Consider evolution equation for a dynamic system the state of which is defined by the func-
tion Ψ . General structure of evolution equation of finite dimensional system has the following
form:
∂
∂t
Ψ = [A]Ψ, (4.1)
the rate of change of the quantity is equal to the action of the corresponding operator on this
quantity. In this particular case we suppose that the operator A is defined by (n × n) matrix.
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Ψ (t) = exp(At)Ψ (0). (4.2)
Our goal is to express the solution Ψ (t) via (n + 1)-gonometric functions. The matrix A obeys
its characteristic polynomial equation
An =
n−1∑
k=0
(−)n+1−kakAk, A0 = 1. (4.3)
By using the coefficients of (4.3), we construct the matrix E (see (2.6)) which also obeys (4.3).
Set of g-functions obeys Eq. (2.23) with initial data
g0(0) = 1, gk(0) = 0, k = 1, . . . , n − 1.
The g-functions are coefficients of the following expansion:
exp(At) =
(
n−1∑
k=0
gk(t)A
k
)
. (4.4)
By substituting (4.4) into (4.2) we get
Ψ (t) = exp(At)Ψ (0) =
(
n−1∑
k=0
gk(t)A
k
)
Ψ (0). (4.5)
This equation can be re-written in the following form:
Ψ (t) = [Ψ (0),AΨ (0)A2Ψ (0), . . . ,An−1Ψ (0)]G(t), (4.6)
where the matrix [. . .] consists of n columns as AiΨ (0), i = 0, . . . , n − 1, G(t) is a vector with
components gk(t), k = 0,1, . . . , n − 1.
The following theorem holds true.
Theorem 4.1. The first constant of motion of evolution equation (4.1) is given by the following
formula:
C = Det[Ψ AΨ A2Ψ . . . An−1Ψ ], (4.7)
if trace of the matrix A is equal to zero.
Proof. Develop the derivative of C with respect to t . By using the representation for a determi-
nant given by (2.16) and Eq. (4.1), one gets the series
∂C
∂t
= Det[AΨ AΨ A2Ψ . . . An−1Ψ ] + Det[Ψ A2Ψ A2Ψ . . . An−1Ψ ] + · · ·
+ Det[Ψ AΨ A2Ψ . . . An−1Ψ An−1Ψ ] + Det[Ψ AΨ A2Ψ . . . An−1Ψ AnΨ ].
The terms of this series, except the last term, are equal to zero because contain two same columns.
Consider the last term of the series. Taking into account that sp(A) = an−1 = 0 and Eq. (4.3) for
matrix A, we unwrap this term as follows:
824 R.M. Yamaleev / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 322 (2006) 815–824Det[Ψ AΨ A2Ψ . . . AnΨ ]
= −Det[Ψ AΨ A2Ψ . . . An−1Ψ an−2An−1Ψ AnΨ ]
+ Det[Ψ AΨ A2Ψ . . . An−3Ψ an−3An−3Ψ An−1Ψ AnΨ ] + · · ·
+ (−)n+1 Det[Ψ a0Ψ AΨ A2Ψ . . . AnΨ ].
It is easily seen that this series is also equal to zero because all determinants of the series contain
two same columns. 
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